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Abstract

Web Site Analyzer

Yukui Lu

This report presents a Web Site Analyzer tool (WSA) which analyzes the structure of a web site by typing a URL name. There are five categories of links presented: Links Reference To, Links Referenced By, Leaf Links, Dead Links and Foreign Links. The results are presented in a folder of a hierarchy tree menu, which allow the user to easily span and close the folder and to navigate the links of each category. The results are showing as well the relationships between links. The architecture of this application is a typical three-tier Web application. The software is implemented in JSP, Java, Java Bean, Java Script. Apache Tomcat is used as a web server, and Access database is used as a demo database to store the links of search results.

This application demonstrates a dynamic, no size limitation, easy to use, professional user interface tool of Web Site Analyzer.
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1 Introduction

More and more enterprises and people have their own web sites nowadays, and these web sites are getting larger and more complex, even a personal web site may contain thousands of files. How to maintain these web sites has become a significant task for web masters. The web masters or developers may want to know the structure of their web sites, the number of files and the relationship between these files in their web sites. They may also concern if there any dead links in their web sites that prevent the end users from accessing. Though there are tools available to help, they are slow due to remote access, expensive, or cumbersome.

This report presents the implementations of an application named WSA (Web Site Analyzer). The WSA system analyzes a web site structure and generates a report as a web browser user graphic interface that presents the categories of the files in this web site. The category is based on the web accessibility. The main purpose of this application is to let the web masters or personal web site owners to easily know and maintain the file accessibility structure of their web sites.

In this document, section 1 describes the introduction and milestones. Section 2 describes the original requirements and the analysis of the requirements. Section 3 introduces some technologies and tools that were applied to this project such as JavaServer Page, Servlet, Tomcat, Treeview and the reason why they were chosen. Section 4 presents the three-tier Web based application architecture of this project. Section 5 discusses the main design
considerations, the user interface design, and the interaction between different tiers.

Section 6 explains the implementations and functionalities of JSP pages and Java classes, as well as the database structure used in this project. Section 7 describes the system test cases and the experimental results, as well as how to analyze a web site by using this application. Section 8 introduces and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of the previous version of WSA and other related Web Site analyzer tools by comparing with this new WSA tool. Section 9 makes a conclusion for this research work and provide recommendations for future works. Appendix—WSA Installation Guideline provides the detailed steps to setup the environment and install WSA tool.

1.1 Definitions and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSA</td>
<td>Website Analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSP</td>
<td>JavaServer Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>Active Server Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Hypertext Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TreeView</td>
<td>A tool of cross-browser dynamic DHTML tree builder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servlet</td>
<td>A small program that runs on a server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>A servlet container with JSP environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDBC</td>
<td>Java Database Connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC</td>
<td>Open Database Connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDBC-ODBC</td>
<td>Implements JDBC operations by translating them into ODBC operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDK</td>
<td>Java Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>Secure Sockets Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>HyperText Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2 Scope and Project milestones

1.2.1 Scope

The scope of this project is to develop a tool that analyzes the file accessibility of a web site and give the user a graphic report of analysis. The user starts WSA by giving the URL address as input via the user interface. The program scans HTML files recursively and builds a tree menu graph.

1.2.2 Joint Effort

This project is the joint-effort from two developers (Fan Jiang and Yukui Lu) who are working as a pair through the every phase of this application. We took the advantage of co-operation between two persons by pair analyzing, pair design, pair programming and pair testing. This pair working style is encouraged by the extreme programming methodology, which we believe in. Therefore, our major report documentation may share some common works, mainly in the Introduction, Requirements, Test, Related Works and Conclusion sections. According to the architecture design, there are two components with nearly no dependencies. Therefore, each of us leads the effort of one component, even though we still work as a pair from time to time. The following sections of this document are written separately: Architecture, Design, Implementation, Technology
Tools (only presented in Yukui Lu’s report), XP Programming Methodology (only presented in Fan Jiang’s report).

1.3 Milestones

This project started in January 2002 and Professor Peter Grogono was the supervisor of this project. It did not start from scratch, it was based on the WSA C++ version implemented by Professor Peter Grogono and the Java version implemented by the Graduate student Yuan Xu [18] which will be called old WSA below. The parse algorithms and code were reused from the previous versions of implementation.

The milestone and procedure of this work are the following:

1. Be familiar with the topic and related works in this field as well as to be familiar with the old WSA tool.

2. Analyze the architecture, design, implementation, and performance of the old WSA.

3. New WSA architecture and design, background technologies and tools learning.

4. Implementation—Coding and Unit Testing.

5. Test cases design and System Testing

6. Documentation

7. Make a conclusion for this research work and provide recommendations for future works.
2 Requirements

This section describes the original requirements and the analysis of the requirements.

2.1 Original Requirement

The original requirements for this project covers the requirements given by Professor Peter Grogono. [1]

The Analyzer should find all files in the starting directory and all files that are:

1. Reachable from those files by traversing links and

2. On the local system.

The second condition is intended to prevent the Analyzer returning the entire World Wide Web as its result.

The Analyzer reports:

1. The files that it found;

2. For each file, the links from it and the links to it;

3. "Orphans" ---- files with no incoming links;

4. "Leaves" ---- files with no outgoing links;

5. "Foreigners" ---- names of remote files.

6. "Dead link" – URLs which are not found.

In order to work properly, the Analyzer has to parse HTML, at least partially. As a side effect of its work, it could produce a list of warnings of HTML errors.
2.2 Requirements Analysis

2.2.1 Links

Based on 2.1, the links are categorized to following five types of links:

1. Links Reference To (Incoming links to the specific file)
2. Links Referenced By (Outgoing links from the specific file)
3. Foreign Links
4. Dead Links (All un-reachable links, ex. permission denied and inaccessible)
5. Leaf Links

There is some relationship among these types of links. For example, leaf links, and foreign links may have incoming links.

In this project, the orphan link was not implemented, since the traverse algorithm cannot reach this type of links. This will be mentioned on the future work section.

2.2.2 GUI

1. The Project requires that the user to have a graphic interface to input the base URL to be analyzed.
2. The Application should have the clear visual presentation showing the structure of the analyzed web site.

2.3 Development Environment
The development environment and software tools that were used to develop WSA are described below:

- Platform – WINDOWS 2000
- Developing languages – JAVA, JSP, JavaScript, HTML
- Database – Microsoft Access 2000
- Web Server – Apache Tomcat 3.2.4
- IDE – JBuilder Foundation 4.0.
3 Technical Tools

This project is a three-tier web-based application. Some tools and technologies have been used in this project, such as JavaServer Page, Servlet, Tomcat, Treeview, JavaBean, JDBC, etc. In order to have a better understanding of the contents described in this paper, a brief introduction of some of the tools and technologies used are presented.

3.1 JSP

JavaServer Page, or JSP in short, is a Java-based technology that helps to simplify the process of developing dynamic web sites. JSP specification is developed by Sun Microsystems under the Java Community Process (JCP). It is the product of industry-wide collaboration with industry leaders in the enterprise software and tools markets. [3]

JSP technology enables to mix regular, static HTML with dynamically generated content from servlets [2]. It is a type of server-side scripting language. JSP offers web designers and developers the possibility to quickly incorporate dynamic elements into web pages using embedded Java and a few simple markup tags. JSP files contain traditional HTML along with embedded code that allows the page designer to access data from Java code running on the server. [4]

The difference between traditional HTML and JSP are described following. For HTML pages, all the requested documents are static files; it means that the documents requested
never change. No matter who requests them, when they are requested, or if additional parameters are included with the request, the server just goes to find the same target file and returns it. However, more and more dynamic data is delivered over the web, such as up-to-the-minute stock prices, online shopping, personal email messages, etc. The old HTML pages could not satisfy these dynamic requests. The web server has to do some additional data processing in order to generate customized response to dynamic request.

JSP comes with such dynamic content technologies. With JSP, when a user requests the page, the code portions of the page are executed at the time the request is received, and the dynamic content generated by this code is compound into the page before it is sent to the user.

There are also other different technologies that can archive this goal, such as ASP, PHP, etc. The biggest advantage of JSP is its Java-based technology. Versus to ASP which from Microsoft, the dynamic part of JSP is written in Java, not VBScript, it is more power and better switch to complex application that require reusable components. Second, JSP is portable to other OS and web server and not locked into windows NT/2000 and IIS while ASP does. Versus to PHP which is HTML-embedded scripting language, JSP is easy to learn and use. Since JSP is written in JAVA that already has an extensive API for networking, database access, distributed objects, while PHP requires learning an entirely new language. [2]
By using JSP, web developers are able to maintain and change their web pages easier. Because JSP separate presentation from implementation logic by combining standard markup text with scripting elements and object-oriented components, it allows designers to change the overall page layout without changing the underlying dynamic content. [3] JSP provides an excellent front-end technology for applications that are deployed over the web.

3.2 Servlet and Tomcat

Servlets are programs that run on the web server, acting as a middle layer between a request coming from a web browser or other HTTP client and database or applications on the HTTP server [5]. One can think of that servlet as an applet that runs on the server side without a user interface.

Servlets are not tied to a specified protocol; it can use many kinds of client-server protocols. But when we talk about Servlets, we are usually meaning HTTP Servlets because of the popularity of the HTTP.

There are three typical uses for HTTP Servlets:

The first one is to process and store data submitted by an HTML form. The second one is to provide dynamic content, such as return the results of a database query to the client. Another use is to manage the state information on top of the stateless HTTP, such as for an online banking system that manages transactions for many concurrent customers and maps every request to the right customer.
Servlets, being Java Application, have direct access to the full range of Java functions, as such threading, network access, and database connectivity [6]. It is widely used to build interactive Web applications. The most popular HTTP Web Servers on the Internet are Apache, Microsoft-IIS, Zeus, and SunONE. [9] For non-commercial development and testing purpose, Apache Tomcat is the best choice. Tomcat is a very popular, free, and small Web server which can be installed on the desktop machine and used as a small stand-alone server, or as an add-on be integrated into a existing server, such as Apache, IIS, and Netscape web servers.

Tomcat is the official reference implementation of Java servlet and JavaServer Pages technologies [7]. It provides Web developers with a simple, component-based, platform-independent mechanism to build Web-based applications. Tomcat is a servlet container for running servlets and JSP, as well as accessing to all Java APIs, including the JDBC API to access enterprise databases. For many web applications this is sufficient to provide the functionality to solve the problem elegantly and rapidly. [8]

3.3 JDBC and JDBC-ODBC Bridge

To access any database, a database access driver is requested. JDBC technology is introduced by Sun Microsystems. It is an application programming interface between Java programs and database management system. Like Microsoft’s ODBC, JDBC is a call-level interface which means a programs uses method or function calls to access its interface [6]
JDBC provides a standard interface to all database management system, JDBC queries for different database require few or no changes. [6] It allows the access to any virtually and tabular data source from the Java programming language. With JDBC, developers are able to easily execute common SQL statements, such as create tables, insert values into them, query the tables, retrieve the results of the queries, and update the tables, etc. Additional, the JDBC API offers the advantage of JavaBeans technology and Enterprise JavaBeans technology, one of it is "Write Once, Run Anywhere™" capabilities.

Though JDBC are able to connect to most of the databases, some additional technologies are required. Usually, there are two popular database access drivers are widely used in today’s APIs: ODBC and JDBC. Microsoft uses ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) drivers with most of their software while Java uses JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) drivers to connect to various databases. JDBC cannot directly connect to an ODBC database. In order to access an ODBC database with JDBC, in our case is Microsoft Access 2000, then, JDBC-ODBC Bridge driver comes in and overcomes this gap.

The JDBC-ODBC Bridge is a JDBC driver that implements JDBC operations by translating them into ODBC operations. To ODBC it appears as a normal application program. The Bridge implements JDBC for any database for which an ODBC driver is available. The Bridge is implemented as the sun.jdbc.odbc Java package and contains a native library used to access ODBC. [15]
3.4 Treeview

Treeview, a JavaScript Applet, is a cross-browser dynamic HTML tree with online visual builder. [10] It is a free software tool that authored by Marcelino Martins. By using this tool, web developers are able to easily and quickly build their own web pages with tree menus by modifying and customizing some codes following certain rules, while sharing the same general tree structure.

With Treeview, a tree menu can be placed on the frame of a frameset or on a regular frameless page. With a tree menu control, the information is displayed in a hierarchical order, with the home topic at the top as folders and the subordinated items or "documents" underneath. Because its hierarchical structure can hold a very long number of links, while still only showing a small number of them at a time, it is very effective used as main navigation index. Clicking on the minus (-) or plus (+) sign will expand or collapse the tree immediately on the browser. Clicking on a link will load a new page on the right pane or on a new window. [10]

The latest version of Treeview 4.3 supports all major browsers and versions, such as IE4.0+, NS4.7+, Mozilla 0.9+, Opera 7.0+. Its look and feel flexibility allows developer to customizable folder and document icons, option to wrap node text into multiple lines; Its fast performance allows user to load unlimited hierarchical levels and thousands of nodes in tree menu in a short period of time. Its optional server integration advantage
allows developers to extend server-side browsing of files and directories, server-side connection to databases.
4 Architecture and Design

4.1 Architecture

WSA is a three-tier Web based application. The advantage of a multi-tiered applications is these tiers separated the aspects of an enterprise application as well as the business logic so that each tier can change at its own rates while minimizing the change to the entire application. [11] In WSA, it divides the application in three layers: Presentation, Business Logic, and Data layer. Figure 1 illustrates the high level architecture of WSA.

![WSA High-level Architecture](image_url)

Figure 1 WSA High-level Architecture
Below is a brief explanation of the three tiers.

4.1.1 The Presentation Layer
The first layer Presentation deals with the user input and presents the result, this layer contains all technologies used on the client side.

4.1.2 Application Layer
The second layer Business Logic contains all the code of the server-side technology. This layer contains a web server running scripting language providing database access, pass data to user interface and handle any input from the UI as well.

The application functionality in the Application Layer is a set of JSP pages and Java classes for page management, database management and data validation.

4.1.3 The Database Layer
The third layer is persistent data storage. All the SQL statements and queries needed for storing, retrieving, and filtering data from the database. Specifically, SQL queries are generated for adding, updating and deleting records into designated tables as well as to provide a tree menu style reporting view.
5 Detailed Design

This section explains the detailed design of WSA.

5.1 System Overview

![WSA System Overview Diagram]

Figure 2. WSA System Overview

Figure 2 shows the System overview of WSA. As a web-based application, WSA implemented a typical JSP three-tier request model. When a request is sent directly to a JSP page, the JSP code controls interactions with JavaBeans components for business and data logic processing, and then displays the results in dynamically generated HTML mixed code. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of information in this model. Following are some main considerations of the WSA design:

1. The new WSA implemented to be web application instead of a Java Applet. User input and system out will be in the same web page with frames sets.

2. Treeview tool was introduced to generate a standard and professional user interface of web application. With menu controls as main navigation index, the results are presented in a hierarchical tree menu that includes folders and links underneath. This gives a very clear relationship between links of the given URL; meanwhile, user can easily span and close the folder to navigate the links.
3. JSP was introduced to implement dynamic Web pages, instead of using static HTML pages. The reason of choosing JSP is because it provides us to simplify the process of developing dynamic web sites. Its Java-based technology offers all of the advantages that the Java language provides with respect to development and deployment.

4. Tomcat was used as web servers. The reason we chose Tomcat as web server for WSA because it is a free, small, and stand-alone server that can be can be installed on the desktop machine. It provides Web developers with a simple, component-based, platform-independent mechanism to build Web-based applications. It can access to all Java APIs, including the JDBC API to access enterprise databases. Also, it allows this WSA used in the local network.

5. We chose to implement the business logic that behind the scene. Java Bean was used to optimize the java codes and archive code reuse.

6. WSA solved the problem of website size limitation of old WSA by using ODBC-JDBC technology and use Access database as storage to save the search results. Another advantage of using a database is user can save and copy this database to local disk for future use. The analysis part and presentation part can work independently, that means user can input and analyze a website at a time, then review the results any time he or she wants.

7. Microsoft Access database was used as data storage to sterilize the search results. Because the data needed to store in WSA is quite simple, only the search result links. Moorcroft Access is a good choice because of its easy to use, easy to
maintain. There is no any extra knowledge needed. Use Access as our database makes difficult database technology simple to accessible.

5.2 User Interface Design

The navigation interface is one of the most important aspects of any application. [10]

One of the main targets of WSA tool is to develop a simple, easy to use and professional user interface. Firstly, to simplify the interface, we decided to use “All in One” interface which means the user input and application outputs are all built in a frameset web page.

To achieve fast performance with standard and professional look and feel, we applied Treeview [10] as a tool to build WSA interface; we placed the tree in web page with frameset to make it have more areas. Figure 3 below shows the WSA user interface.
The user interface of WSA is a web page, MainPage.jsp, composed with 3 frames. The top frame, webanalyzer.jsp, allows user to input the URL to be analyzed, the left frame will present the search result in a tree menu with folders and links inside. The right frame, FramesetRightFrame.jsp, will show the contents of the links in the left tree menu.

The design of the tree menu in left frame is explained. This is the core part of this tool.

The left frame is the main navigation index. There are three levels of folders that present the search results in a hierarchical tree menu.
The first level *Search Result* is the root folder. This folder itself is a hyperlink; it loads the search results summary page on the right frame by default, as well as allow user to click on it to switch back this page any time.

The second level of folders contain five folders in which each presents one category of links: Links Reference To, Links Reference By, Leaf Links, Dead Links, and Foreign Links.

The third level contains the links in each category. They are dynamically generated when user click on the second level of links. For example, link $X$ is a link which can links to other links, then link $X$ will be presented in the third level under folder *Links Reference To*. The link $X$ itself is a folder that contains the actual files or links it links to. These files or links are presented at the last level and they are dynamic hyperlinks. For example, if $Y$ can be referenced from $X$, then link $Y$ will be presented under $X$. Click on $Y$ will load the contents page of $Y$ to the right frame or a new window.

### 5.3 Interaction between tiers

There are some interactions between different tiers, described below.

1. Client Server Interaction—Basic java networking HTML/HTTP

2. Server Running JSP and Sevlets—Java Applications

3. Server Database Interaction—JDBC-ODBC driver
Figure 4 and figure 5 illustrate the detailed relationship of files in different tiers that presents as JSP pages, Java class, or database. The detailed functionalities of these files are presented in the implementation section.
Figure 4. Files Relationship diagram
Figure 5 WebAnalyzer Class Diagram
6 Implementations

This section explains the implementations and functionalities of JSP pages and Java classes.

**MainPage.jsp**, is actually a HTML file with 3 framesets, the top frame allow user to input the URL name and submit the request. The left frame shows the detailed search result in a hierarchical tree menu, it is the core presentation area of WSA tool. The right frame shows the summary of the result by default, and it also shows the content page of the links in left frame.

**Webanalyzer.jsp**, the top frame, webanalyzer.jsp, accepts the user input, when user input a URL, [http://www.cs.concordia.ca/programs/grad/diploma/courses.html](http://www.cs.concordia.ca/programs/grad/diploma/courses.html), for example, and press submit button. It will go to call java WebAnalyzer.calcLss to process business logic, which include parse the link and search all the result, then store the results into the database. Here jsp:useBean tag was used, to call a bean which avoid using much java code in jsp pages.

```
<jsp:useBean id="webanalyzer" class="WebAnalyzer" scope="session"/>
```

```
<jsp:setProperty name="webanalyzer" property="*"/>
```

**FramesetLeftFrame.jsp**, the left frame, is the key part of the user interface. It performs three main tasks:
The first task is to load the browser detection code by calling ua.js; The second task is load to Treeview engine code ftiens4.js to construct the tree menu structure; The third task is to load the tree configuration file FramesetNodes.jsp to actually build the specific tree dynamically. Then the dynamic contents and the static contents are merged together, then return and show in the web browser. The detailed implementation is described below.

**ua.js**, which is to detect the browser, it supports all major browsers and versions, such as IE4.0+, NS4.7+, Mozilla 0.9+, Opera 7.0+.

**ftiens4.js**, which is the infrastructure code for the tree, and it is come with Treeview4.3. This file is written by JavaScript codes. It defines all the functionalities for tree configuration. For details please refer to [http://www.treeview.net/](http://www.treeview.net/).

Function `drawFolder(insertAtObj)` implement the drawing of a folder, `drawItem(insertAtObj)` implement the drawing of the document, `setStateFolder(isOpen)` to open or close a folder, `addChild(childNode)` to add new items under the a folder, `gFld(description, hreference)` is to create a new folder, `gLnk(optionFlags, description, linkData)` is to create a new link, `insFld(parentFolder, childFolder)` is to insert a folder under a folder, `insDoc(parentFolder, document)` is to insert a document or link to a folder.

**FramesetNodes.jsp**, called by FramesetLeftFrame.jsp, which is the code that actually builds the specific tree. It implements three tasks.
One is to call java bean and get the dynamic contents that will be used to build to specific tree; another is to specify layout options and other setting, then to actually build the tree with dynamic contents. This is the core file to present the search reports, so a detailed explanation of the implementation of this file will be presented. This will facilitate the understanding of how to use Treeview tool to build customised web pages with dynamic tree menu.

The first task, JSP page call java bean by following jsp tag:

```jsp
<jsp:useBean id="queryDB" class="DataBaseSelect" scope="request">
</jsp:useBean>
```

By using useBean tag, it simplifies the JSP by reducing the amount of Java codes in JSP Pages. [14] Here, the id attribute specifies the name for a Bean—queryDB, it must be a unique throughout the page. The value of the class attribute specifies the class name of the JavaBean itself—DataBaseSelect in here. The scope attribute controls the a Bean’s accessibility and life span it can have a value of page, request, session, or application. The accessibility of a Bean determines which pages or parts of a web application can access the Bean and its properties. A Bean’s life span determines how long a particular Bean exists before it is no longer accessible to any page.

To interact with a Bean, the page is pointed to where to find the Java class file that defines the Bean and assigns it a name. This name will be used to access the values stored in the Bean’s properties.
In this page, the queryDB.select is used to access the select function in DataBaseSelect class, and queryDB.getResult() to access getResult() function inDataBaseSelect. See this example:

```%
queryDB.select("SELECT distinct Link from Link where Type = 'Normal'"); %>

```%
Vector referenceTo = queryDB.getResult(); %>

```%
this will load the category of referenceTo links results into the a vector referenceTo ,
then can be used to build the tree.

Before building the tree, the layout options are specified with other setting by assigning values to "environment variables". For example, STARTALLOPEN = 0 to set the tree is to start just showing the root folders, replace 0 with 1 to show the whole tree.
ICONPATH = 'images/' where the gif was put in a subfolder, named images.

Finally, the tree was build with actual creation of folders and links. The process was as following:

1. To create the root folder:

```%
foldersTree = gFld("<i>Search Result</i>", "FramesetRightFrame.jsp")
```

The function gFld takes a name “Search Result” with its format `<i>--Italic font, an URL FramesetRightFrame.jsp, and returns the folder. The URL must either be just a file name (for example: FramesetRightFrame.jsp) or an whole URL complete with protocol, for example: http://www.cs.concordia.ca/logo.gif.
2. To place folders inside other folders by using the function 'insFld([parent folder], [child folder])'. For example:

\[\text{aux1 = insFld(foldersTree, gFld("Links Reference To", ""))}\]

There are five different types of links in WSA. They are Links Reference To, Links Reference By, Leaf links, Dead links, and Foreign links. So there are five first level folders which represent each category of links.

The second level of folders will dynamically load the links of each category to under the folder it belongs to by using:

\[\text{aux2 = insFld(aux1, gFld("<% out.print(referenceTo.elementAt(i)); %>", "<% out.print(referenceTo.elementAt(i)); %>"))}\]

3. To place the document inside the tree use the function 'insDoc([parent folder], [document link])', for example:

\[\text{insDoc(aux2, gLnk("R", "<% out.print(target.elementAt(j)); %>", "<% out.print(target.elementAt(j)); %>"))}\]

which gLnk is to create a document link. gLnk takes three arguments: target, title, and Link. Detailed explain below:

**Target:**

'R' opens in the right frame,

'B' opens in a new window,

'T' opens in the current browser window, replacing the frameset if one exists,

'S' opens in the current frame, replacing the tree.
Title: Text to be displayed in the tree for that node. This text can include some simple HTML, such as enclosing formatting tags (I, B, DIV, etc.).

Link: URL of the document (may be absolute or relative.) Do not enter other information in this string. Adding a target parameter or an event handler will not work.

The first argument “target” controls not only the target of the page (right frame, new window, etc.) but may also help in the construction of the link itself. After the character that controls the target (R,B, etc.), add an extra lowercase character to the string. This extra character will specify the protocol to be pre-pended to the URL. Example:

gLnk("R", "<% out.print(target.elementAt(j)); %>", "<%out.print(target.elementAt(j)); %>")

In the right frame there are two alternative pages: the default page is FramesetRightFrame.jsp, it contains two part of contents: Summary and Definitions. The summary presents the search results: the number of five categories links: Links Reference to, Links Reference By, Leaf Links, Dead Links, and Foreign Links.

This page will be changed when user click on the links in the left tree menu as mentioned above in gLnk([Target], [Title], [Link]) function. Example:

gLnk("R", "<% out.print(target.elementAt(j)); %>", "<% out.print(target.elementAt(j)); %>")
DatabaseSelect.class (DatabaseSelect.java), which implements:

To load ODBC-JDBC bridge driver, here is the main code:

    Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver").newInstance();

To obtain a database connection using DriverManager: [13]

    C = DriverManager.getConnection(url, username, password);

To connect and Query database, then to load results in a vector

    public String select(String queryString) {
        try {
            myResult = Stmt.executeQuery(queryString);
            result.clear();
            while (myResult.next()) {
                result.addElement(myResult.getString(1));
            }
            return "Connection Success!";
        } catch (SQLException E) {
            return "SQLException: " + E.getMessage();
        }
    }

Accessor for result. Accessor method used to obtain information about an object, the standard convention of accessor method names start with get:

    public Vector getResult() {
        return result;
    }

Mutator for result, Mutator methods are essentially a request for an object to change its state, the standard convention for a mutator method names start with set:

    public void setResult(Vector avector) {
result = avector;
}

**WebAnalyzer.class**, this class implement parse the URL and input the search results into the database. It includes a bund of inner classes.

**URL.mdb** is a Moorcroft Access database. In URL.mdb, there is only one table named Link, the attribute shows below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Field Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Link</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Contains all the links search from the giving URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Contains Normal, Dead, Leaf, Foreign types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link To</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Contains all the links referenced by links in field Link.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 System Test and Results

7.1 System Requirement

Before trying to install and run WSA tool, check that the system meets the following requirements:

**Hardware:**

The program shall operate with the following hardware requirements:

- CPU 486 or later
- Monitor – SVGA (800x600) or latter
- RAM – 16 MB
- Disk Free Space 16M or more
- Mouse or equivalent pointing device

**Software:**

The following software should be set up in the machine

- JDK 1.3 or later
- Microsoft Access 98 or later
- Tomcat 3.2.4 or later

**Platform:**

The program can run on the following platforms
• Windows 98
• Windows NT
• Windows 2000

7.2 Analysis of a website

After successfully installed and start WSA, the main page of WSA appears. The user is required to input an URL (Uniform Resource Locator) into the text box in the top frame, and then press the Submit button to start searching.

The format of URL that WSA can analyze includes HTML, ASP, JSP, PHP pages and folders. Some example of URL could be:

http://www.cs.concordia.ca

http://www.cs.concordia.ca/programs/grad/diploma/courses.html

http://www.newatlanta.com/products/servletexec/index.jsp

http://www.cs.concordia.ca/~faculty/grogonor

https://www.mywebsite.org

www.mail.yahoo.com

When inputting the URL, the usual protocol http:// may be omitted. It is the default protocol of WSA. But the https:// cannot be omitted. After clicking on the submit button, it may take a few seconds or even several hours to analyze the website and save the results into the database. It depends on the size of the website being analyzed.
Once the progress bar at the right bottom of Explorer shows the search finished, the user can
click on Refresh button on the top of Explorer to update the search result in the tree menu.
Clicking on the + or – can span or collapse the folder to navigate the tree.

One of the advantage of WSA is that it allows the user to partly analyze a website. The
user can stop the analysis process any time they want by clicking on the icon Stop on the
top of Explorer. The results obtained so far will be stored in the database safely and
displayed in the report tree correctly.

7.3 Test Cases and Experimental Results

In order to test the performance and capability of this tool, we chose various range of
websites to test in term of size. From hundreds links size website to huge website
engines. The experimentation proved that WSA could adapt small site as well as big size
of web site with fast performance. One of the advantage of it is for very huge website,
WSA allow user to partly analyze the website, that mean user can stop the searching
process anytime by clicking stop button in explore. The results will exactly show the
results of the finished part robustly.

1.  \[\text{http://www.cs.concordia.caprograms/grad/diploma/courses.html}\]

   Size: 476, Time: few seconds

2.  \[\text{http://www.cs.concordia.ca~faculty/grogono/}\]

   Size: 4082 Time: 2 minutes

3.  \[\text{http://www.yahoo.com}\]
Since yahoo is a web sites engine, there it is impossible to finish in short periods, partly analyzed, the results was:

Got Size: 10000       Time: 7 minutes
8 Related works

There are many kind of Web Site analyzer tools, such as Sitemapper, VIGOS, etc. Some of them analyze the contents of a web site by giving the detailed map with an indexed listing of all resources by page and category; some of them analyze the structure; some of them analyze the traffic of the web site for commercial propose.

8.1 Previous version of WSA

As mentioned in section 1.3 Project Scope, this project was based on the WSA C++ version implemented by Professor Peter Grogono and the Java version implemented by the Graduate student Yuan Xu [18] which called old WSA.

The old WSA version has two different graphic interfaces: One is the user input interface implemented in Java Swing, another one is the report interface in the static HTML file. They are showed as figure 6 and figure 7 below:
Figure 6. User Interface of Previous WSA
Figure 7. HTML reports of Previous WSA

This interface provides the user with a clear output and offers the user a friendly interface for input. However, the disadvantages of this GUI implementation are:

- The report was a plain HTML page without frames, so the relationship between links and link types are not straightforward.

- When clicking on each category to see the detailed information of this category or view the contents of a link, the high level view will be lost since the page is updated after the click action.

- The Report can be lengthy after analyzing the large web site and it will be hard to identify the place which the user want to go.
• The User input was from a Java Applet application and the report will be available in a HTML pages. This needs two GUI windows.

• The Report page is a static HTML. The user cannot do any interaction in this page.

The new WSA solved all of these issues and it offers following advantages:

![Welcome to Web Site Analyzer](image)

**Summary**
- Number of Links Reference to: 2
- Number of Links Referenced by: 85
- Number of Leaf links: 14
- Number of Dead links: 0
- Number of Foreign links: 69

**Definition**
Web Site Analyzer is a tool to generate a file type and file relationship report for a medium-sized web site by using tree menu structure.

Types of folders illustrate file types in the analyzed website:
- Links Reference to which is the container for all the links having reference to other links.
- Links Referenced by which is the container for all the links being referenced by other links.

Figure 8 new WSA user interface

1. “All in one” user interface. The user input and application outputs are all built in the same web page with three frames. This design is more coherent and user friendly.

Figure 8 above shows new WSA user interface.
2. The use of frameset keeps the result links, the most important contents, are visible all the times. With menu controls as main navigation index, the results are presented in a hierarchical tree menu that includes folders and links underneath. This gives a very clear relationship between links of the given URL; meanwhile, user can easily span and close the folder to navigate the links.

3. The database serialized the results; user can re-analyze the results anytime they want by just copying the database, without redo the search again. This also allows user to do the further analysis work off line.

4. Easy to change, easy to maintain. It offers the advantage of multi-tier application that is each tier can change at its own rate while minimizing the change to the entire application. [11]

8.2 Sitemapper

Site Mapper is a commercial Website Analyzer tool developed by company Trellian, it analyzes the contents of a website, and create a detailed map with an indexed listing of all resources by page and category. For more information, please refer to Site Mapper’s home pages: http://www.submitwolf.net/sitemap.html [16]

I installed and ran both Trellian Site Mapper version 1.04 and version 2.0 in my PC. The user interface in version 2.0 has been significant improved, which change the flat folders
into hierarchy folders. This is the similar idea with WSA. Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows different user interfaces and search results of two versions of Site Mapper.

Figure 9 Site Mapper 1.04 User Interface
Comparing the latest version of Site Mapper and WSA, both of them present similar idea of user interface, which is using the hierarchy directories menu control as their main navigation index, also the results are organized into different categories.

The difference is Site Mapper a commercial, multi propose Website Analyzer tool, provides the following features: Validates all links to prevent 'File not found' errors and broken images; Show JavaScript files, style sheets, media files etc; All results can be exported as text, XML or html documents; Spell check documents as they are mapped; Built in document preview functionality; Save files to local directory; View file properties [16]. Some of the features may not be useful for Web masters or personal web
owner. Its multiple setting sometimes may be a cumbersome for users. This tool is something you have to learn how to use. On the other hand WSA is more simple and straightforward, user don’t need to choose any options, the only operation for user is input the URL to be analyzed. There is no learning curve necessary.

Another advantage of WSA is it can be used in both single PC and local network while Site Mapper 2.0 exist some limitation. When there is a firewall in the network, it can still be used as long as the input link is inside the network. But as I used Site Mapper 2.0 in such a network, it failed to do any search and report empty link while it works fine in a personal PC that use a modem and dial to the Internet.

Additional, as mentioned above, Site Mapper is a commercial product. The price of SiteMapper2.0 electronic download version is $39.95 US.

8.3 VIGOS

The VIGOS Website Analyzer is a Free Website analyzing tool. When user type in an URL, the Website Analyzer will immediately start to spider the entire Website and estimate the potential Speed and Bandwidth improvements. [17] For more information, please refer to http://www.vigos.com/analyze/.

I installed and ran VIGOS in my PC. Figure 11 below shows the user interface and search results of analyzing http://www.cs.concordia.ca with this tool. It displays the VIGOS-
Compression of the various Website objects and generates Reports forecasting the transfer-cost reduction and page load-time acceleration. The reports listed in the flat HTML page. It does not show the hierarchy structure of the website and relationship between links as WSA does. Actually it is a tool more to monitor the Website Performance and Content Acceleration, less to analyze the Web Site structure.

![Figure 11. VIGOS User Interface](image)

Comparing to VIGOS, WSA is better in analyzing the structure of the web site. It summaries the number of five categories of links as well as presents very clearly the relationships between links, while VIGOS fail to archive this goal.
The same as Site Mapper 2.0, VIGOS can be used in a personal PC that use a modem and dial to the Internet, while it may fail to do search and report empty link when used in a network.
9 Conclusion and Recommendation

9.1 Conclusion

WSA is a powerful Website analysis tool with a user-friendly interface and high performance. It can adapt to various ranges of size websites, and is especially suitable for small and middle size websites. It can be used in both single PC and local network.

Because of the loose coupling of the design, the user input and presentation output can work independently. That means one can input and perform search a URL once, and analyze the result many times as one wish without redo the search again, this also allows one to do the analysis work off line. The database serialized the results; user can re-analyze the results anytime they want by just copying the database.

Its “all in once” use interface maximum simplify user’s operation, as well as presents the idea of “what you see is what you get” (WYSIWFYG).

It demonstrates an example of JSP three-tier web applications design methodology. The main advantage is to hide the cooperative business logic from the user interface presentation.
9.2 Future works

There is a gap between user input and application output in this tool. After the user input the desire URL, the search results will be loaded into the database. After it finished to load the database, the user needs to press the Refresh icon in the top of the IE to trigger the application to read the database and refresh the tree menu. A suggested solution is to implement a function behind the scene that audits the status of the database loading and automatically triggers the application to read the database and refresh the tree menu.

In this tool, the Orphan links have not been searched and reported yet, since the traverse algorithm cannot reach this type of links. The algorithm starts search from the given URL, then remember all the links and files it reach, then continue the search from these links and files, and so on. Orphan links are not connected to any these links and files, that why they cannot be reached. To solve this issue, a new algorithm is needed.

As mentioned in section 4.2, to simplify the interface, we designed an “All in One” interface that means that the user input and application output are all built in a frameset web page. The shortage of this design might be that for very large websites, it may take very long time to perform the search, though there is a progress bar showing the status in the right bottom which built in by IE browser. The user may not be informed how much time it will take and what many percentage has exactly been finished.
It would be nice to provide the ability to Pause and Resume the search. For huge web site, it may take couple hours to search the results, so the application has to keep on line. But this is not easy to implement since many data status must be remembered at the moment of Pause, it will be tricky for the dynamic web sites, because when the application re-connect to that web site, the relationship between some links or even the structure of that web site may have been changed.
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Appendix  WSA Installation Guideline

Step 1: Installing Jakarta-Tomcat, if it is already installed, omit this step.

- Download Jakarta-Tomcat from:

  http://jakarta.apache.org/builds/jakarta-tomcat/release/v3.2.4/bin/jakarta-tomcat-

  3.2.4.zip.

- Unzipped it to Drive D:\ and new folder D:\jakarta-tomcat-3.2.4 will appear.

Step 2: Copy WSA files to the PC

  File location should be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directory</th>
<th>Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D:\jakarta-tomcat-3.2\webapps\ROOT</td>
<td>JSP, HTML, DB file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D:\jakarta-tomcat-3.2\webapps\ROOT\WEB-INF\classes</td>
<td>classes files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D:\jakarta-tomcat-3.2\webapps\ROOT\images</td>
<td>image files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 3: Set windows system environment variables

- Run start->settings->control panel, control panel window appears.

- Click 'system', and 'System Properties' window appears. Go to “advance” tab

- Click 'Environment variable' button, go to “System Variable”. (or User Variable if
  no self administration rights for that PC or workstation, in this case, reset the
  environment variables at re-login)
- Set the JDK home: click New button, type 'JAVA_HOME' in 'Variable' field, and
  'C:\JBuilder4\jdk1.3\' (or JDK directory in the PC) in 'Value' field, then click 'OK'
  button to add it. It will be shown as below:

  ![Environment Variables](image)

- Set Tomcat home: click New button, type 'TOMCAT_HOME' in 'Variable' field,
  type "D:\jakarta-tomcat-3.2.4" (Tomcat directory) in 'Value' field and click 'OK'
  button to add it.

- Set PATH: click 'Path' on the 'System Variables" zone (or User Variable if no self
  administration rights), append

  ';%JAVA_HOME%bin;%TOMCAT_HOME%\classes' to the Value string, and
  click 'OK' button.
Step 4: DSN Setup (JDBC-ODBC)

- Start ➔ setting ➔ control panel ➔ administrative tools ➔ data source (ODBC), choose MS Access Database and click on Add button as shown below.

- Input Data Source Name: URLs, and click on select button, then select a database from the dialog box as shown below:
Step 5: Start Tomcat Server

- Go to D:\jakarta-tomcat-3.2.4\bin folder and execute startup.bat. The window below should be shown up.

- Launch Internet Explorer Browser, type http://localhost:8080/ (Tomcat has its own HTTP server which listens on port 8080; default value), the page below should be shown up.
Click on JSP Examples links and choose a example Numberguess to test Tomcat server. If the Tomcat server works fine, the below page should be shown up.
Welcome to the Number Guess game.

I'm thinking of a number between 1 and 100.

What's your guess? 45

Step6: Run WSA

- Type http://localhost:8080/MainPage.jsp, the WSA user interface will be shown up.
• Input the URL to be analyzed and click Submit button, the application will start to search. After it finishes searching, click on Refresh button on the top of the browser to update the results.